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Skid-Resistance Measurements with Blank and

Ribbed Test Tires and Their Relationship to

Pavement Texture

J.J. HENRY AND KAZUO SAITO

A prediction model for the ratio of skid numbers obtained with the r¡bbed
ASTM E501 test t¡re to those obta¡ned w¡th the blank ASTM E524 test t¡re
at any speed has been developed by using data from 22 pavetnent test s¡tes

in Pennsylvania, The pred¡ct¡on ¡s based on the Penn State model for skid-
resistance speed behavior. The model was developed as a function of a macro-
texture parameter defined by sand-patch mean texture depth (MTD). Appli-
cat¡on of this model permits the pred¡ction of the blank-tire sk¡d number at
any speed from a measured ribbed-tire skid number and a macrotexture mea'

surement, A simplif¡ed model for the blank-t¡re skid number at a test speed
of 64 km/hr was also developed. Values calculated from both models show
good agreement with each other as well as with the acfual data. An effort
was also made to relate skid resistance measured w¡th both types of test
t¡res to pavement texture, The results show a strong relat¡onsh¡p between
skid numbers with both test t¡res and pavement macrotexture and m¡crotex-
ture. Therefore, by performing a pavement skid-resistance survey with both
the blank E524 and the r¡bbed E501 test t¡res, the levels of macrotexture
and microtexture can readily be estimated. Seasonal and short-lerm var¡a-
t¡ons ¡n data with the two t¡res were also compared. Short-term vâr¡at¡ons
do not pose as great a problem in the blank-tire data as in the r¡bbed-t¡re
data.

Adequate tire-pavement friction on wet pavement is
inportant for ¡naintaining safe vehicle operation.
The vret-pavement friction of the primary highway
systems of most states is ¡nonitoreil in annual sur-
veys by using the test procedure specified in ASTI'i
test nethôd 8274-79 (Il. This nethod is used to de-
ternine the skict resistance of the wet pavernent with
a ribbed test tíre specified by ASTM E501-76 (I)
under futly specified test conditions. Thê E501
test tire has seven smooÈh, longitudinal ríbs sepa-
rated by six grooves, which provide for drainage of
water fron the tire-pavement interface as the tire
slides over the wet Pavenent during the test. The
specification requires that the tire be cliscarded
when the mini¡num depth of the grooves reaches 4 mm.

Recently, the use of the E501 test tire for eval-
uating wet-pavement safety has been guestioned
(2,3). Pavement grooving is widely accepted as an
effective ¡neans of reducing skidcling accidents on
vret pavement. However, the skid number neasured

with the ribbecl tire is not significantly ímprovecl
by grooving (j!J). In a l¡tichigan study (t) r skid-
resistance neasure¡nents ltere made with both ribbed
and blank tiresr both before and after longitudína1
grooving, at a site that had a high rate of s¡et-
pavement accidents. weÈ-pavement acciilents de-
creased dramatically in the grooved areas, which
showed only a slight increase in skid resistance
when measured with the ribbed tíre but a large in-
crease when measured vtith the blank tire.

FÍqure I shows a conceptualízed profile of a rib-
bed test tire superimposed on a typical pavement
grooving pattern. Because the presence or absence
of the grooves does not affect the skid number, it
is apparent thât sufficient drainage is provided by
the tire grooves. Therefore, if the skid number
measured with the ribbed test tÍre Ìtere a true nea-
sure of safety¡ pavenent grooving could not be jus-
tified. Because of its adequate drainage, the
ribbed test tire is not sensitive to the drainage
capability provided by the pavement macrotexture.
The skid resistance measureil \dith the ribbed Èest
tire on dense-graded (fine-texturêd) pavenent vroulil
not predict the 1ov¡ friction Potential that such a

pave¡nent rnight have for a car with worn tíres if the
pavenent were covered with a thick water filtn U).

Severâl state agencies are investigating the use
of the blank tíre specified by ASTÞ1 8524-76 (1). À

Connecticut study suggesÈed that tests with the
blank tire correlate wetl with frequency of wet-
pave¡nent accidents, especially hydroplaníng acci-
dents, regardless of pavenent type (-9.). A study of
31 test sites in Virginia, including both bituminous
and portland cenent concrete (PCC) pâvenents' corn-
pared the skid numbers measured with both blank and
ribbed tires by grouping the pavements by texture
depth (9). On sorne Pavenents with high nacrotexture
the blank ancl ribbed skiél nu¡nbers were al¡nost iden-
tical, whereas on the pavements ¡¡ith 1ow levels of
macrotexture they differed significantly.

A stu¿ty sponsored by FEWA was initiate¿l åt Penn-
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Figure 1. Geometry of interface of a r¡bbed tire and typical grooyed pavement (0.6$ x 0.6$mm
grooves on 25-mm spacing).

(.65x.65 mm qrooìæson 25mm spocing)

sylvania State University Èo obtain aalditional data
in Pennsylvania and to co¡npare the results with
those of Èhe state projects. The prelirninary re-
sults indicate that the 8501 tire is a poor discrin-
inator of macrotexture. Although the safety of
pavenents can be ãdequately ranked wiÈh a narrow
range of nacrotexture by using the 8501 tire, it is
not possible to correctly conpare, for example,
dense-graded (Dc) and open-graded (Oc) asphalt pâve-
ments or grooved and ungroovecl PCC pavements @.
Based on these results, it has been concluded that
the ribbed E501 test tire provides a good evaluatíon
of microtexture but is not sensitive to macrotex-
ture, \dhich is a significant factor in $¡et-pavenent
safety.

Ideally, a pavenent skid-resistance survey should
be performed with both the ribbed 8501 and the blank
E524 tires. By comparing the skid-resistance values
obtaíned fro¡n both tires, the leve1s of nicrotexture
and macrotexture can be readily estimate¿l and thus
the cause of poor skid resístance and the choíce and
likelihood of success of correctíve neasures can be
assessed.

In this paper a prediction no¿le1 is developed
that can be used to estimate the ski¿l-resistance
level of pavements for a blank tire frorn actual mea-
surènents nade \rith a ríbbed tire and fron the pave-
¡nent nacrotexturê. An attempt is also made to de-
velop the relationship betereen pavernent texture and
skid resistance with both tires.

DÀTA BÀSE

Data are available frotn tests with both blank and
ribbed test tires on the 22 pavernent test sites of
the skid-test progran conducte¿l by Pennsylvania
State University. The pavenents at these sites rep-
resent a variety of aggregates and nix designs and
include both asphalt and PCC. The pavements are
subject to a wide range of average daily traffic.
The skid tests rdere made in the transient slip node
(10), which not only provides SN54 data aceording
to ÀSTl4 E274 but also yields brake slip numbers at
L6. 32, and 48 kn/h, which can be used to approxi-
mate SN15r SN32r and SN¿g for both blank and
ribbed test tires. Texture measurenents made at
each site included British pendulum nu¡nber (BPN) ac-
cordíng to ASl'Itt 8303 (f) and nean texture depth
(l4TD) by the sand-patch test according to the À¡neri-
can Concrete Paving Àssociation method (11).

ROLE OF PÀVEIITENT TEXTURE IN SKID RESISTANCE

When skid testing is perforned with a particular
test tire, pavement surface properties are the main
factors that affect the measurenent. The pavêment
surface characteristics that affect skid resistance
can be dÍvided into tv¡o groups: microtexture and
nacrote)<ture. Microtexture, with a spacê-frequency
content greater than 2,000 cycles/n¡ is a function
of the asperities and surface roughness of individ-
ual aggregate particles. llacrotexture, with a

space-frequency range from 25 to 21000 cycles/n¡ is
a function of aggregate gradation (12). Ir{icrotex-
ture penetrates the water filn to provide dÍrect
contact with the tire; macrotexture provides chan-
nels for water to escape fron the tire-pavenent in-
terface and thus plays an inportant role in the pre-
vention of wet-pavement accidents.

Leu and ¡Ienry ($) have shown that skid number
data decrease exponentially with speed according to
the Penn state ¡no¿leI:

SNy =SNeexp[-(PNG/100)v] (l)

where

S\ = "tia number at velocity V (kn/h);
SNO = 5¡1¿ nurnber/speed intercept; anil
PNG = percentage nornalized gr'adient (h/km), de-

f ined as -(100,/sN) ' td(SN),/dvl .

teu an¿l Henry (13) also founil that, for the
ribbed-tire test data, SNO is highly correlated
with such microtexture pâraneters as height of the
nicrotexture profiles and BPN and that the rate at
yrhich the skid nu¡nber decreases wlth spee¿|, ile-
scribeil by PNG, is correlated with nacrotexturê pa-
raneters such as the height of nacrotexture profiles
and sand-pateh üTD. A significant advantage of this
nodel is that it separates the effects of macrotex-
ture and nícrotexture. Good skiil resistance at
traffic speeds such as 64 kn/h requires high levels
of both tnacrotexture anil ¡nlcrotexture.

MODEL FOR PREDICTION OF SKID NT'TI{BER WITH BLANK TIRE

RelaÈionship Between Skid Nunber and SÞeed
for Blank and Ribbed Tires

The relationshÍp betneen skld nurnber and speed for
blank and ribbed tires can be developed by using the
Penn State no¿lel. given as Equation 1. The nodel
for ribbed-tire ilata can be expressed as

sN$ = sNf exp[-(PNcR/ioo)v]

The nodel for blank-tire data is

sN9 = sNF exp [-(PNGB/1oo)v]

where

sS = "fia number ¡rith the ribbed tire at veloc-
ity V (kn/h),

sS = "Xia nurnber with the blank tire at velocity
V (km,/h),

sS = "ti¿ 
number,/speetl Íntercept for the ribbed

t lre,
s4 = "tiA number/speed intercept for the blank

tire,
PNd = PNc for the ribbed tire, and
Pnd = PNG for the blank tire.

The ratio ot sr$ to sr.r$ is then fortned:

39

Q)

(3)
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sN?/sN$ = (sNf/sNf) exp [(pNcR - pNcB)v/100]

or

SN$ = 5¡qç ao .'o (^PNc/ 1 oo) V

where Cg = sr$ZS$ and ÁPNc = pucF - pNGF.

If 1t is posslble to correlate C0 and ôpNc
niÈh pavement texture, Equation 4 or 5 òan be used
to predict blank-tire skid nu¡nber from neasured
ribbed-tire skid number and pavernent texture at any
speed. It hâs been shown in studies in Illinois
(1,Ð and Nen York (I5) that the difference between
the ribbecl-tire and blank-tire skid nunber ls a
function of macrotexture and that the dlifferences
are larger at lovr rîacrotexture than at high nacro-
texture. Therefore, it is assume¿l that both C¡
rnd ôPNG are the function of macrotexture.

C0 Versus l¡tacrotexture

To test the hl¡pothesis that a nacrotexture parameter
can be used to predict Cgr ân atternpt eras ma¿le to
correlate C6 with !¡lTD for the data obtained in the
fa1l of 1979 (see Table 1). A high degree of corre-
laÈion was found, as shonn in Figure 2. A least-
squares regression analysis yietds

co=0.87(MTD)o'413 R=0.958 (6)

Here and in subseguent equations, IrtTD ls expressed
in ¡¡i11imeters.

ÁPNG Versus llacrotexture

Next, a correlation betr.een ôpNG and ¡lTD rras at-
tempted as a neans of testing the hypothesis that

^PNG 
can be predicted by macrotexture ¿lata. fn

Figure 3, ôPNG is plotted versus MTD for the 20
test sites. The resulting relationship is

APNG=0.0238(MTD)-1.?5 R=0.817 0)

The results sholv that the difference between the
ribbed-tire and blank-tire values for pNc decreases

Table l. Skid*esistance and texture data.
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sharply as nacrotexture increases anil approaches
zero at high nacrotexture.

By conbining Equations 5 through 7, a relationship
arnong skid nurnber with a blank ti¡e (SNÐ), skid
number with a ribbed tire (sNÐ), sand-patch
MTD, anal speed (V) can be obÈained:

sN9=0.87sN$(MTD)o'aI3exp[0.000238V(MTD)-1?5] (8)

Skid nunber values at 32 km,/h (SUl2) and 64
E¡r/tt (sq4 ) , calculated f rom the ïib¡ea-tire
data at the corresponding speed and macrotexture by
using Equation 8, are compared with the neasured
skid numbers in Figures 4 and 5. BotÉ figures show
excellent agreement betneen neasured skid numbers
and predicted ones.

Figure 2, Cs versus MTD: fall 1979.

Êo2
at,

.-oo7z
tit

Co' .87(MTD)o'al!
(R = 0.958)

t.25 t.50

(4)

Prediction of Skld Numbers for Blank Tire from
15ì Ríbbed-Tirelleasurernentsandtlacrotexture

oo

Summer I9794

Cqo

Fall I 979b

Site
Type of
Pavement

MTD
(mm) co(sN8/sN$)

APNG
(h/km) C¿o

MTD
(mm) BPN

I
2
3
4
7
8

9
l0
ll
12
13
t4
15
16
t7
18
l9
20
21

22
74
25

DG
PCC
PCC
DG
PCC
DG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
OG
PCC
OG
OG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
OG
OG
DG
OG

0.529
0.5 54
0.527
0.642
0.5 5l
0.830
0.724
0.430
0.ó30
o.741
0.914
0.5t5
0.996
0.671
0.8 78
o.667
0.536
0.657
0.968
o.969
0.5 34
0.717

0.263 0.451
0.300 0.541
0.263 0.513
0.225 0.589
0.225 0.5 12
0.700 0.801
0.588 0.722
0.225 0.456
0.263 0.537
0.438 0.681
1.025 0.934
0.325 0.495
1.388 0.936
0.250 0.583
0925 0.862
0.463 0_674
0.413 0.562
0.413 0.6 l0
1.138 0.876
1.250 1 .001
0.275 0.508
0.765 0.681

0.250 0.530
0.072 0.557
0.163 0.562
0.078 0.61 1

0.191 0.575
0.072 0.901
0.109 0.766
0.445 0.527
0.172 0.597
0.200 0.769
0.025 0.939
0.272 0.5 83
0.034 0.973
0.166 0.632
0.044 0.842
0. i 00 0.696
0.159 0.603
0.141 0.646
0.044 0.927
0.001 0.985
0.125 0.547
0.097 0.742

0.263 44.0
0.338 58.5
0.325 69.0
0.200 56.5
0.250 69 .0
0.700 4t.0
0_575 47.5
0.2t3 65.5
0.338 51.0
0.375 57.5
t.113 8?.0
0.325 60.5
L263 78.0
0.338 43.0
0.825 52.5
0.400 68.5
0.375 48.5
0.375 s8.0
1.163 51.0
L488 81.0
0.3 13 51 .0
0.575 7 5.5

MEAN TEXTURE DEPTH, MTo (mm)

aAveraged values for July and August. bAveraged values for September aûd October.
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Figure 3. APNG versus MTD: fall 1979.

.25 .50 75 t.OO t.æ t.50

MEAN TEXTURE DEPTH, MTD (mm)

Figure 4. Measured versus predícted SNl2.

simÞlified Èlodel for Testing Spee¿l

The skid test is usually performed at 64 km/h. The
tnodel in Equation I can be used to predlct the skid
nunber with the blank tire at the test speed of 64
kn/h, as shorún in Figure 5. Butr because this moclel
ís so¡neerhat cornplicated, a simplifie¿l ¡nodel was cle-
veloped.

The skid nu¡nber measured yrith the blank tire at
64 krr./h is designated Slq4, and that measured wÍth
the ribbed tire is desÍgnated SNä¿. The râtio of
stSa to SNf,4, defíned as c5a = sr{j,zsu$a, is again
correlated erith macrotêxture (MTD) for the data ob-
tained fro¡n Èhe 22 test sites in the suÍìmer and fall
of 1979 (Table l-). In Figure 6, Ce¿ is plotteil
versus MTD. A least-squares regression analysis
yields

Figure 5. Measured versus predicted SNfia.

Figure 6. C64 vetsus MTD: summer andfall 1979

o .25 .50 .75 t.OO 1.25 t.50 t.73
iCAN TEXTURE DEPTH, MTD (mm)

guiÈe goocl, but Equation 8 rnust not be used for mac-
rotexture levels belo$, those used in the development
of the model--i.e., <0.25 Íun.

The relationship between skiil nunbers with both
blank and ribbed tires at 64 krn/h for various macro-
texture levels is shown in Figure ?. Conversely, it
couLd be shonn that the UTD can be pre¿licted by
using this relationship when the skid resistance for
the pavenent with both types of test tires is known.

RETATIONSHIP BETWEEN SKID RESISTANCE WITH BOTH TYPES
OF TEST TIRES AND PAVE!4ENT TEXTURE

Ribbed-Tire Versus Blank-Tire Skid-Test Concept

In an attempt to better define the skid-resistance
values of pavenents, Henry 12, has compared the
skid-resistance data neasured with both the ribbed
and blank test tires in the falI of 1978 and the
spring of 1979. Linear regression equations were
used to relate the test results for each tire to a

4t

70

t.75

Co+ =0.887(MTD¡o:6 R= 0.969

or

SNfo = g.33t ttfo¡trlro;o' 3 6

(e)

(10)

In the same way, an expression for C54 can be de-
veloped fron Equation It Figure 6 shows the results
of both Equations 8 and 9. Agreenent is seen to be

aPNG =.023a(MTD)-r.76
(R =O.817 )

o Scpt mbor 1979
ô Ociobcr 1979

V¡64 kmlh

MEASURED SN&

o Scpismbôr 1979
ô Octob€r 1979

V= 52 km/h

Lino ot Eguolity

o.8
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measure of nicrotexture, define¿l by BPN measure-
ments, and a measure of macrotexture, defined by MTD

as determineil fro¡n san¿l-patch tests. The resulting
regression equations have shov¡n that the ribbecl-tire
skid number is highly sensitive to surface nicrotex-
ture and the blank-tíre skid number is sensitive to
both macrotexture and ¡nicrotexture. The expressions
for BPN and MTD were prelirninary at that tine and
required further valiilation. However, the concept
of using boÈh types of skid-test data shows promise
as an indirect method of macrotexture and microtex-
ture measurement.

CorrelaÈion of Skicl Numbers vrith Texture Datâ

Data are available from skid tests conducted with
both typeB of tires during April and octobêr in 1979
and 1980 on 22 test sites in Pennsylvania. As in
the previous studyr linear regression equations were
used to correlate the test results for each tire
with BPN and MTD. The multiple regression analysis
was perforned on all data in the following forn:
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(16,17). Extreme seasonal variations as hlgh as 30
skid numbers have been observed along wiÈh more tl4)-
ical variations in the range of 5 to 15 (_17). These
variations make it difficult to establish a rational
maintenance progran in which skid resistance ís an
inportant factor.

Data are available from tests with the ribbed anil
blank tires for 1980. Figures I ancl 9 conpare sea-
sonal variations in skid nu¡nber (SN54) with the
ribbed and blank tires for a ¿lense-graded asphalt
surface (site 1) and for a PCC surface (site 4).
The figures shon clearly thât long-tern (seasonal)
variations for both tires exhibit alrnost the sane
trend whereas short-tern (¿laily) variations for both
tires are significantly ilifferent.

As shown in the paper by Saito and Henry in this
Rêcord, the short-ter¡n variations in skid resistance
with the ribbed tire show faír1y large fluctuations
resulting from rainfall, pavenent tenperature, and
short-tern changes of ¡nicrotexture paraneters and
PNG. on the other hand, the short-tern fluctuatíons
with the blank tire are small ancl probably negligi-
b1e. The standard deviations of the skid numbers
with the ribbed tire are I.83 for the asphalt sur-
face and 2.05 for the PCC surface; the corresponding

Figure 7. Relationship of SN$a. SNfia, and MTD.

.125 mm

otoæ304050607080
sKrD NUMBER WlrH RIBBED TIRE, SNå4

Figure 8. Comparison of seasonal var¡ations in SN64 with ribbed and blank t¡res:

PCC surface, 1980,

SNla = as + ar MTD + a2BPN

SNpa = b6 + bl MTD + b2BPN

Thê resulting regression equations are

sNå4 = -9.7 + 4.72MTD + 0.7668PN R= 0.922

SNå4 =-19.5 + 17.3MTD +0.6288PN R=0.917

BPN=co+clSNla+c2SNla

MTD = do + d, SNla + drSNfa

The resulting regression equations are

BpN = 20.0 + 0.40ssNå4 + 0.039sNå4 R= 0.905

MTD =0.490 -0.0289SNå4 + 0.0426SNå4 R= 0.853

The coefficients are quíte si¡nilar to the earlier
results (2). They confirm the conclusion that skid
measurenents with the ribbed test tire are highly
sensitive tÕ pavement surface nicrotexture and rela-
tively insensitive to rnacrotexture and that skid
rneasurements wíth the blank test tire are sensitive
to both macrotexture and ¡nicrotexture.

Correl-ation of Texture Data to skid Nunbers

Equations 13 and 14 could be solved for BPN and UTD

in terns of both Sr€¿ andl SNå¿. However'
to examine the validity of the correlatíon' a linear
regression analysis of the ilata was performed to re-
late BPN and MTD to skid numbers with both tires.
The multipte regression anal.ysis vtas performed on
all data in the following forn:

(1 i)

(r2)

( 13)

(14)

(l s)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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As expected' the result for BPN shovrs that SNB¿
plays only a s¡na1l role in the prediction of the
level of BPN anal it rnay be possible to pre¿lict BPN

so1ely frorn st$4. To test this hypothesis, an aÈtetnpt
was nade to coiielate BPN with Sw$4 for aII available
data. The Least-squares analysis yielils

BPN = 22.2+ 0.99SSNå4 R = 0.894 (1e)

COMPARISON OF SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN SKID RESISTANCE

WITH RIBBED AND BLANK TIRES

Skid-resistance measurenents with the ribbed tire on
public highways in Pennsylvania and other states
have exhibited seasonal anil short-term variations
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Figure 9. Comparison of seasonal variations in SN5a with ribbed and blank t¡res:
asphalt surface, 1980.

standard deviations irith the blank tire are 0.65 and
0.9r.

It can be concludetl from these results that the
measurements vrith the blank test tire are not sensi-
tive to short-tern variations and therefore that the
blank E524 tire is less of a problen with respect to
short-tertn variations in skicl-resistance neasure-
nents.

CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDATIONS

fn this study, the prediction noilel for the ratio of
skid resistance erith a ribbed tire to that with a
blank tire at any speed has been developed by using
the Penn State ¡nodel for skid-resistance/speed be-
havior. The moclel was ileveloped as a functÍon only
of a nacrotexture paraneter, described by san¿l-patch
I[{TD. By using this model, skid-resistancê levels
can be predicte¿l for the blank tire at âny spee¿l
fro¡n a measured skid number obtained with the ribbed
tire at the same speed and â macrotexture meâsure-
ment. For the userrs conveniencer'a sinplified
rnodel has been ileveloped to preilict skid nunber with
the blank tire at a test speeal of 64 kn/h. The val-
ues calculated from both models show gooil agreement.

The study results âlso show that the ribbed 8501
tire provides a good evaluation of ¡nícrotexture but
is not sensitive to nacrotexture, lrhich is an inpor-
tant factor in weÈ-pavernent safety. The btank 8524
tire is sensitive to both nacrotexture anil mícrotex-
ture. ff both macrotexture and ¡nicrotexture mea-
sure¡nents are nade, the level of skid resistance can
readily be esti¡nated. Conversely, by perforrning a
pavetnent skid-resistance survey with both the ribbed
and blank tires, the level of pavement rnicrotexture
and nacrotexture can be estÍ¡nated.

Because skid-test trailers are extensively used
by nost states, this concept of lndirect texture
neasure¡nent can be inpletnenteil easily and relatively
inexpensively. If skíil-resistance surveys are to be
performed nith only one tl¡pe of tire, the blank 8524
tire appears to be the stronger candidate, because
it is more sensitive to nacrotexture and poses less
of a proble¡n with respect to short-term variations
in skicl resistance.
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